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SIEMENS
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Mentor is now SIEMENS EDA
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SIEMENS EDA competence areas
Given the increasing electronic 
content on industrial and consumer 
products, SIEMENS EDA 
complements SIEMENS portfolio to 
connect virtual and real production 
environments
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Production data exists in silos, and it is underutilized

MADEin4 helps bring relevant data together

Approach

Across multiple partners and applications
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Different designs impose their own process response

Previous Results
Including design information improved model quality

Feature engineering is necessary to apply machine 
learning

Feature engineering is 
extremely sensitive to 
domain knowledge 
(Knowing what to extract, 
or how to extract it). 
Machine logs (numerical 
or categorical), image 
processing.
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Cross Industries Manufacturing Commonalities

• Highly automated
• Similar production volumes
• Similar amount of data 

generated
• Similar process lifetime
• Similar amount of variability 

on the products

AutomotiveSemiconductor
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Semiconductor Manufacturing 

Design

Design considering process tolerances

Manufacture

Limited process adjustments

Test

Product performs within specifications

Dynamic process adjustments

Virtualizing process / design interactions

Increased coverage by virtualization 

Improve maintenance, tool matching and 
productivity
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Automotive Manufacturing

Design

Design considering process tolerances

Manufacture

Limited process adjustments

Test

Product performs within specifications

Dynamic process adjustments

Virtualizing process / design interactions

Increased coverage by virtualization 

Improve maintenance, tool matching and 
productivity
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Optimizing Manufacturing Process Flow

Reducing cost of higher cost steps

Post-MADEin4 
Making steps more predictable

Some steps cost less
Some steps cost more

Current (State-of-the-art) Some steps are more predictable
Some steps are less predictable

Uncertainty

Original cost

Ideal

All steps cost as little as possible

All steps are fully predictable

Optimal cost
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Semiconductor Process Flow

Active layer Defectivity detection

Current (State-of-the-art) Interconnect layer
Predictive maintenance Dicing

Process drift

Uncertainty

Original cost

Post-MADEin4 

Active layer
[Design-specific process optimization]

Improved Defectivity detection
[detecting metrology abnormalities]

Interconnect layer
[Process impact detection]

Predictive maintenance
[Reduction of false signals]
[Tool matching]

Dicing
[defect reduction]

Reduce Process drift
[multivariate SPC]

Optimal cost
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Automotive Process Flow
Current (State-of-the-art) Engine Test

Predictive maintenance Welding

Uncertainty

Original cost

Post-MADEin4 

Engine Test
[Accurate virtual testing]

Predictive maintenance
[Robot operation modeling]

Welding
[defect reduction]

Optimal cost
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Semiconductor: Design-specific process optimization

Post-MADEin4 

Active layer
[Design-specific process optimization]

Improved Defectivity detection
[detecting metrology abnormalities]

Interconnect layer
[Process impact detection]

Predictive maintenance
[Reduction of false signals]
[Tool matching]

Dicing
[defect reduction]

Reduce Process drift
[multivariate SPC]

Design content improves 
process modeling.

Different designs respond 
differently to process 
conditions.

Processes can be optimized 
in a per-product basis.
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Semiconductor: Process impact detection

Post-MADEin4 

Active layer
[Design-specific process optimization]

Improved Defectivity detection
[detecting metrology abnormalities]

Interconnect layer
[Process impact detection]

Predictive maintenance
[Reduction of false signals]
[Tool matching]

Dicing
[defect reduction]

Reduce Process drift
[multivariate SPC]

Earlier than expected process contributions

Strong wafer fingerprint

Product specific contributions

Only a 
minority of 
processes 
dominate 
outcome

Full process modeling 
enables finding interactions 
between process steps.

Providing the means to 
facilitate full process 
optimization.
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Semiconductor: Detecting metrology abnormalities

Post-MADEin4 

Active layer
[Design-specific process optimization]

Improved Defectivity detection
[detecting metrology abnormalities]

Interconnect layer
[Process impact detection]

Predictive maintenance
[Reduction of false signals]
[Tool matching]

Dicing
[defect reduction]

Reduce Process drift
[multivariate SPC]

Deep understanding of the 
physics behind the operation 
of equipment enables proper 
feature engineering.

Which improves likelihood of 
predicting operation 
abnormalities.
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Semiconductor: Tool matching

Post-MADEin4 

Active layer
[Design-specific process optimization]

Improved Defectivity detection
[detecting metrology abnormalities]

Interconnect layer
[Process impact detection]

Predictive maintenance
[Reduction of false signals]
[Tool matching]

Dicing
[defect reduction]

Reduce Process drift
[multivariate SPC]

Wafer 1 Wafer 2

T 1           T2          T3            T4          T5            T6           T7 T 1           T2          T3            T4          T5            T6           T7

Incorporating process, design 
and metrology information it 
is possible to determine true 
differences between 
equipment.

Serving as process monitors, 
and reducing failure analysis 
time.
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Semiconductor: Multivariate SPC

Post-MADEin4 

Active layer
[Design-specific process optimization]

Improved Defectivity detection
[detecting metrology abnormalities]

Interconnect layer
[Process impact detection]

Predictive maintenance
[Reduction of false signals]
[Tool matching]

Dicing
[defect reduction]

Reduce Process drift
[multivariate SPC]

Process interactions are 
complex, and univariate 
statistical process control is 
not longer sufficient.

Considering multivariate 
process interactions it is 
possible to detect actual 
process drifts. Time

Upper Bound

Lower Bound
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Semiconductor: Defect reduction

Post-MADEin4 

Active layer
[Design-specific process optimization]

Improved Defectivity detection
[detecting metrology abnormalities]

Interconnect layer
[Process impact detection]

Predictive maintenance
[Reduction of false signals]
[Tool matching]

Dicing
[defect reduction]

Reduce Process drift
[multivariate SPC]

Proper process 
characterization is 
paramount.

With the potential to use 
existing data, and derive 
optimal process conditions in 
the absence of massive 
designs of experiment.
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Automotive: Virtual testing

Post-MADEin4 

Engine Test
[Accurate virtual testing]

Predictive maintenance
[Robot operation modeling]

Welding
[defect reduction]

 

                
 

Analytics engineReduction in the number of 
expensive tests by modeling 
larger portions of the process 
and improving model quality.
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Automotive: Robot operation modeling

Post-MADEin4 

Engine Test
[Accurate virtual testing]

Predictive maintenance
[Robot operation modeling]

Welding
[defect reduction]

 

                 
   

 

         

Understanding machine 
operation permits modeling 
of effects that if not properly 
corrected can be a source of 
defects.
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Automotive: Weld defect detection

Post-MADEin4 

Engine Test
[Accurate virtual testing]

Predictive maintenance
[Robot operation modeling]

Welding
[defect detection]

A  B 

               
               

         

      

                
              

 

Identifying locations in the 
process where more 
information needs to be 
collected.

Using image processing 
techniques to virtualize 
process characterization.
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Conclusions

• Manufacturing of semiconductors and automobiles are highly 
automated processes with many opportunities for optimization.

• Analysis methods are applicable across a wide range of problems
– Selecting Hot/Cold engine test, Tool matching, Tool operation, Process 

optimization

• Feature engineering is critical in the effective use of industry 4.0 
techniques
– Without proper understanding of the interplay between the different data 

sources, it is not possible to use “out of the box” analytics tool, making feature 
engineering (Transformation of the input) critical for successful modeling.
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